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Elation Flex LED Pixel Tape Highlights Mötley Crüe “Crüecifly” Drum Coaster 
 
Heavy metal icons Mötley Crüe are out on what could be their final tour before retiring and drummer 
Tommy Lee is going out in style atop a custom-made “Crüecifly” drum coaster, aka the Tommy Coaster, 
lined with effects from Elation Flex LED Pixel Tape.  
 
Over the years, Tommy Lee has continually come up with creative ways to fly his drum kit with the latest 
incarnation a type of rollercoaster that has him bolted on and flying and flipping through concert 
venues. The truss structure required some dressing however and Matt Mills, Lighting Director and 
Programmer on “The Final Tour,” (lighting designer is Sooner Routhier) turned to the ease of possibilities 
that Elation’s Flex Pixel Tape offers.  
 

   
 
“The main look Tommy wanted was one similar to the runway lights you see at the airport, the strobes 
that go in sequence to help pilots find the runway,” Matt explains. “The Crüecifly has two runs of truss, 
each approximately 200' long, that support Tommy’s drum kit as he flies from the stage to a landing 
platform behind FOH. I had the guys mount, actually tape, the Flex Tape to the top cord of the truss so it 
would be safe from all the machinery.” 
 
Thin and flexible, Elation Flex Pixel Tape contains RGB LEDs at 40mm centers and can be cut to any 
length.  Easy to install and setup, it is an easy and cost effective solution for simple color washing, 
effects and pixel mapping possibilities. Matt uses a total of 400' of Flex Pixel Tape on the "Crüecifly" and 
has programmed a wide variety of effects besides the airport runway look. “After we achieved that 
effect, the rest was whatever we felt like throwing at it,” he says. “It really is a nice product.” 
 



 
 

Matt controls the Flex Pixel Tape in two ways. “First, I patched it into the lighting console and got 
everything running from DMX using two NPUs and one NSP. Once that was locked down, I did an Artnet 
merger and pixelmapped the Flex Tape inside of the media server so we could have the option of either 
running the Flex Tape from the console, or send video content to it from the media server. This made for 
some really interesting effects.”  
 
“The Final Tour,” which has Alice Cooper appearing as a special guest, will be playing dates through the 
end of year and into 2015. Not all dates on the tour feature the Crüecifly however due to venue 
limitations.  
 
About Elation Professional 
Elation Professional is one of the world’s leading lighting and visual solutions providers and is the global brand of Elation 
Lighting. Founded in 1992 and headquartered in Los Angeles, with European sales, distribution and support based in The 
Netherlands, Elation designs and manufactures a comprehensive range of innovative yet affordable lighting and video products 
that are distributed through a global network of dealers and distributors. Made up of a spirited team of dedicated personnel, 
Elation is setting new efficiency and performance standards in Platinum lamp and LED technology and is acknowledged for a 
comprehensive commitment to Total Support. As a company in expansion with a presence in a growing variety of market 
segments, chances are you’ve experienced Elation lighting at a concert, special event, TV, theater, late night venue, House of 
Worship, theme park, cruise ship, exhibition, architectural space or elsewhere. For more information, please visit 
www.elationlighting.com 
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